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Abstract
Wireless multi-view plus depth (MVD) video streaming enables free viewpoint video playback on wireless devices, where a viewer can freely synthesize any preferred virtual viewpoint
from the received MVD frames. Existing schemes of wireless MVD streaming use digitalbased compression to achieve better coding efficiency. However, the digital-based schemes
have an issue called cliff effect, where the video quality is a step function in terms of wireless channel quality. In addition, parameter optimization to assign quantization levels and
transmission power across MVD frames are cumbersome. To realize highquality wireless
MVD video streaming, we propose a novel graceful video delivery scheme, called FreeCast.
FreeCast directly transmits linear-transformed signals based on five-dimensional discrete cosine transform (5D-DCT), without digital quantization and entropy coding operations. In
addition, we exploit a fitting function based on multidimensional Gaussian Markov random
field (GMRF) model for overhead reduction to mitigate rate and power loss due to large
overhead. The proposed FreeCast achieves graceful video quality with the improvement of
wireless channel quality under a low overhead requirement. In addition, the parameter optimization to achieve highest video quality can be simplified by only controlling transmission
power assignment. Performance results with several test MVD video sequences show that
FreeCast yields better video quality in band-limited environments by significantly decreasing
the amount of overhead. For instance, structural similarity (SSIM) performance of FreeCast
is approximately 0.127 higher than the existing graceful video delivery schemes across wireless
channel quality, i.e., signal-tonoiseratio (SNR), of 0 to 25 dB at a transmission symbol rate
of 37.5 Msymbols/s.
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Abstract—Wireless multi-view plus depth (MVD) video streaming enables free viewpoint video playback on wireless devices,
where a viewer can freely synthesize any preferred virtual
viewpoint from the received MVD frames. Existing schemes of
wireless MVD streaming use digital-based compression to achieve
better coding efficiency. However, the digital-based schemes have
an issue called cliff effect, where the video quality is a step
function in terms of wireless channel quality. In addition, parameter optimization to assign quantization levels and transmission
power across MVD frames are cumbersome. To realize highquality wireless MVD video streaming, we propose a novel
graceful video delivery scheme, called FreeCast. FreeCast directly
transmits linear-transformed signals based on five-dimensional
discrete cosine transform (5D-DCT), without digital quantization
and entropy coding operations. In addition, we exploit a fitting
function based on multidimensional Gaussian Markov random
field (GMRF) model for overhead reduction to mitigate rate
and power loss due to large overhead. The proposed FreeCast
achieves graceful video quality with the improvement of wireless
channel quality under a low overhead requirement. In addition,
the parameter optimization to achieve highest video quality can
be simplified by only controlling transmission power assignment.
Performance results with several test MVD video sequences show
that FreeCast yields better video quality in band-limited environments by significantly decreasing the amount of overhead. For
instance, structural similarity (SSIM) performance of FreeCast
is approximately 0.127 higher than the existing graceful video
delivery schemes across wireless channel quality, i.e., signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), of 0 to 25 dB at a transmission symbol rate
of 37.5 Msymbols/s.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Free viewpoint video [1]–[3] is an emerging and attractive
technique to observe a three-dimensional (3D) scene from
freely switchable angles. Fig. 1 shows an example of the
streaming systems capable of free viewpoint video delivery,
where a large number of closely spaced camera arrays are
deployed to capture texture and depth frames of a 3D scene
such as a football game. The sender encodes and transmits the
texture and depth frames of two or more adjacent viewpoints,
whose format is known as multi-view plus depth (MVD) [4],
based on viewer’s preferred viewpoint. The viewer synthesizes intermediate virtual viewpoint using depth image-based
rendering (DIBR) [5], [6] from the received MVD frames.
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Fig. 1. Wireless MVD video streaming systems for free viewpoint rendering.

For conventional MVD video streaming over wireless links,
the digital video compression and transmission parts operate
separately. For example, the digital video compression may
be based on MVC+D [7] or 3D-advanced video coding
(AVC) [8] to generate a compressed bit stream using linear
transform, quantization, and entropy coding. The compression
rate of the bit stream is adaptively selected according to the
wireless channel quality. The transmission part uses a channel
coding and digital modulation scheme to reliably transmit the
compressed bit stream over wireless channels.
However, the conventional scheme has the following problems due to the wireless channel unreliability. First, the
encoded bit stream is highly vulnerable for bit errors. When
the channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) falls under a certain
threshold, possible few bit errors occurred in the bit stream
during communications can cause a destructive collapse of
texture and depth decoding. The decoding failure in turn
disables rendering operation of DIBR synthesis. As a result,
the video quality of virtual viewpoints degrades significantly.
This phenomenon is called cliff effect [9]. Second, the video
quality does not improve even when the wireless channel
quality is improved unless an adaptive rate control of video
and channel coding is performed in real-time according to the
rapid fading channels. Finally, quantization is a lossy process
and its distortion cannot be recovered at the receiver. Some
studies [10] have been proposed to mitigate the cliff effect in
the digital-based MVD scheme by introducing layered source
and channel codings. However, the cliff effect is converted
into staircase effect. In the staircase effect, the video quality
discontinuously improves with the improvement of wireless
channel quality.
In addition, the digital-based wireless MVD scheme needs
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to solve a complicated parameter optimization to achieve the
best quality for a virtual viewpoint. The video quality of
a certain virtual viewpoint highly depends on bit allocation
and transmission power assignment across all the multi-view
texture and depth frames. The bit allocation issue is referred
to as view synthesis optimization [11], [12], which is often
cumbersome to derive the solution because it is a combinatorial problem which needs to take a good care of nonlinear
distortion due to quantization errors and DIBR synthesis.
As mentioned above, digital-based wireless MVD transmissions have three challenging issues: 1) cliff effect, 2) constant
quality, and 3) complicated bit and power assignments. To
overcome these issues, we proposed a new wireless MVD
transmission scheme [13], motivated by the studies on graceful
video delivery [14]. The key idea of this scheme is skipping
quantization and entropy coding at the encoder. Specifically,
this scheme jointly transforms texture and depth frames using
5D-discrete cosine transform (DCT), whose output is then
scaled and directly mapped to transmission signals without
relying on digital modulation schemes. The advantage of this
modification lies in a fact that the pixel distortion due to
communication noise is proportional to the magnitude of the
noise, resulting into graceful video quality according to the
wireless channel quality, without any cliff effect. In addition,
this scheme simplifies the optimization problems by reformulating into a simple power assignment problem because
bit allocation for quantization is not required in this scheme.
The encoder assigns appropriate transmission power to each
texture and depth frame before the transformation based on
the viewer’s preferred viewpoint. It was demonstrated that
the graceful video delivery scheme achieved graceful video
quality with the improvement of wireless channel quality and
better performance compared to the digital-based schemes at
a certain channel quality.
However, graceful video delivery schemes still have a
drawback in its large amount of overhead. In graceful video
delivery schemes, a sender scales linear-transformed video
signals, such that the receiver noise can be minimized, before
transmission. The scaling factor is based on the power values
of the linear-transformed video signals. Hence, the sender
needs to transmit the power information of all the video signals
without errors to decode the signals at the receiver. Since the
transmission of this metadata causes large overhead, the video
quality degrades due to power and rate loss in band-limited
environments. To reduce the amount of metadata overhead,
the existing scheme [13], [14] divides the video signals into
multiple chunks, and then transmits a smaller amount of
metadata corresponding to each chunk. However, the chunk
division may degrade the video quality due to improper scaling
operation.
In this paper, we extend our preliminary study of the graceful video delivery scheme for free-viewpoint streaming [13],
called FreeCast, to achieve better video quality in bandlimited environments by reducing the amount of overhead.
To yield better performance in terms of overhead reduction,
FreeCast introduces a fitting function obtained from multidimensional Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) [15] at
the sender and the receiver to obtain the power information

with few parameters. Specifically, the sender finds a few
parameters for the fitting function from the power information
of MVD sequences and sends the parameters as metadata
to the receiver. The receiver obtains the power values from
the same fitting function and received fitting parameters.
From evaluation results, the video quality of the existing
chunk-based scheme is significantly degraded in band-limited
environments whereas FreeCast still keeps better video quality
in such environments.
II. R ELATED W ORKS AND O UR C ONTRIBUTIONS
A. Graceful Video Delivery
Graceful video delivery schemes have been recently proposed for single-view video in [14]–[24]. For example, SoftCast [14] skips digital quantization and entropy coding, and
uses analog modulation, which maps DCT coefficients directly
to transmission signals, to ensure that the received video
quality is proportional to wireless channel quality. ParCast [16]
and AirScale [17] extended graceful video delivery for multicarrier and multi-antenna systems, respectively. Although
graceful video delivery for stereo videos (i.e., two-view video)
was discussed in [18], the paper does not account for rendering
operation and thus how to achieve graceful performance in
virtual viewpoints was beyond the scope of the paper.
Our study further extends the existing graceful video delivery to wireless MVD video streaming. To realize high quality
and graceful video delivery in free viewpoint video, FreeCast
has the following major contributions.
• A sender uses 5D-DCT for MVD video frames to exploit
inter-view and texture-depth correlations for performance
improvement.
• We model MVD video signals using multidimensional
GMRF to obtain a fitting function for overhead reduction.
• We show how to optimize the power assignment across
texture and depth frames to achieve the highest video
quality in each virtual viewpoint.
B. Overhead Reduction in Graceful Video Delivery
In graceful video delivery, a sender needs to let the receiver
know the power information of all the linear-transformed
video signals to demodulate the signals. However, it requires
a relatively large amount of overhead. To reduce the amount
of overhead, the existing schemes use chunk division whereas
it causes improper power allocation. To achieve better video
quality under a low overhead requirement, a method proposed
in [15] exploited a Lorentzian-based fitting function to obtain
the power information at the receiver only with few parameters, while achieving an excellent streaming quality in bandlimited environments.
In our study, we extend the fitting function for wireless
MVD video streaming. To realize overhead reduction in MVD
video streaming, we model MVD video signals using 5D firstorder GMRF to obtain a function to fit the power spectrum
density of 5D-DCT coefficients. By using the fitting function,
the sender just needs to send nine parameters as metadata to
decode the video signals at the receiver. Since the estimation
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Fig. 2. Schematic of FreeCast: the proposed graceful video delivery scheme for free viewpoint video. Quadratic power assignment among color-texture and
depth frames facilitates view synthesis optimization. 5D-DCT offers high compaction of MVD video signals. Parameterized power spectrum fitting constrains
the required amount of metadata overhead. The end user at the receiver can freely change the viewpoint in real-time rendering for playback.

error of the fitting function is enough small for typical video
sequences, FreeCast can yield better video quality under a low
overhead requirement.
C. Digital-based Free Viewpoint Video Delivery
Conventional schemes on free viewpoint video delivery
mainly use digital-based compression and transmission techniques for MVD video frames. In contrast to single-view video
delivery, free viewpoint video delivery schemes need to optimize view synthesis problem to realize highest video quality
at any virtual viewpoint. However, it is often cumbersome
to find the solution due to the combinatorial problem with
nonlinear quantization. To solve the optimization problem, a
fast mode decision algorithm was proposed in [25] for depth
videos to find the best solution with small computational
overhead. In [11], view synthesis distortion models were proposed to realize better video quality under low computational
complexity. The computational complexity of view synthesis
optimization was decreased by utilizing less depth sensitivity
fidelity regions for depth coding in [26].
In our study, we also aim at quality optimization at
any requested virtual viewpoint. FreeCast can simplify the
view synthesis optimization problem into a power assignment
problem by skipping quantization and entropy coding. From
our analysis, we found that view synthesis optimization in
FreeCast can be solved efficiently with a quadratic fitting.

are video data captured by multiple cameras for the same
3D scene. The receiver sends feedback, which notifies his/her
preferred virtual viewpoint, to the sender using a feedback
channel with a certain interval. Based on the feedback, the
sender transmits captured data at several adjacent cameras
near the requested virtual viewpoint to the receiver. The
requested viewpoint is then synthesized from the received
texture and depth frames. The receiver can freely change the
virtual viewpoint around the requested viewpoint for real-time
rendering.
Fig. 2 shows the overview of FreeCast. The encoder first
assigns transmission power to each texture and depth frame,
followed by 5D-DCT operation. Using the power spectrum
information of the DCT coefficients, we find the best parameters of a fitting function based on multidimensional GMRF.
The DCT coefficients are then scaled and analog-modulated
according to the fitted power information for wireless transmissions. Next, the encoder sends the analog modulated symbols
as well as the fitting parameters to the receiver over a wireless
channel, which is often impaired with additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) and time-varying fading. At the receiver side,
the decoder uses minimum mean-square error (MMSE) filter
to obtain the transmitted DCT coefficients. Here, the filter gain
is obtained from the received fitting parameters and the corresponding fitting function. The decoder then performs inverse
5D-DCT to reconstruct pixel values of MVD frames. Finally,
the decoder synthesizes one intermediate virtual viewpoint
from the MVD frames via DIBR [5].

III. F REE C AST: G RACEFUL V IDEO D ELIVERY FOR F REE
V IEWPOINT V IDEO
The objectives of our study are 1) to prevent cliff effect in
virtual viewpoints, 2) to gracefully improve video quality with
the improvement of wireless channel quality, 3) to simplify the
issues of bit and power assignments to achieve the best video
quality based on viewer’s preferred viewpoint, and 4) to reduce
the amount of metadata to mitigate rate and power loss due
to large overhead.
Fig. 1 shows one of system models under consideration.
The sender has multi-color texture and depth frames, which

A. Encoder
At the encoder, 5D-DCT is used for the whole texture
and depth frames in one group of picture (GoP), which is
a sequence of successive MVD video frames. After power
assignment for each DCT coefficient, the DCT coefficients are
mapped to I (in-phase) and Q (quadrature-phase) components
for analog wireless transmissions.
Let xi denote the ith analog-modulated symbol, which is
the ith DCT coefficient si scaled by a factor of gi for noise
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Fig. 3. Optimal values of α and β for inter-texture/depth power assignment in MVD video frames of balloons and kendo.

reduction as follows:
xi = gi · si .

(1)

The optimal scale factor gi is obtained by minimizing the
mean-square error (MSE) under the power constraint with total
power budget P as follows:
N
h
i X
σ 2 λi
2
min MSE = E (si − ŝi ) =
,
(2)
2
gi λi + σ 2
{gi }
i
s.t.

1
N

N
X

gi2 λi = P,

(3)

i

where E[·] denotes expectation, ŝi is a receiver estimate of the
transmitted DCT coefficient, λi is the power of the ith DCT
coefficient, N is the number of DCT coefficients, and σ 2 is
a receiver noise variance. As shown in [14], the near-optimal
solution is expressed as
s
NP
−1/4
(4)
gi = λi
P √ .
λj
j
B. Decoder
Over the wireless links, the receiver obtains the received
symbol, which is modeled as follows:
yi = xi + n i ,

(5)

where yi is the ith received symbol and ni is an effective
AWGN with a variance of σ 2 (which is already normalized
by wireless channel strength in the presence of fading attenuation). The DCT coefficients are extracted from I and Q
components via an MMSE filter [14]:
ŝi =

gi λi
· yi .
gi2 λi + σ 2

(6)

The decoder then obtains corresponding video sequence by
taking the inverse 5D-DCT for the filter output ŝi . Finally,
the decoder synthesizes a preferred virtual viewpoint from the
received texture and depth frames using DIBR [5].
C. Power Assignment
The video quality of virtual viewpoint is determined by
the distortion of each texture and depth frame. In digitalbased MVD schemes, the distortion depends on bit and power
assignments for the frames. The parameter optimization is
typically complicated to achieve the best quality at a target
virtual viewpoint. In particular, finding the best quantization
parameters across all texture and depth frames is not straightforward as the total number of possible combinations for
quantization parameters can scale up to 524 . This is because
the interval of quantization parameters is [0, 51] in the MVD
encoder [27].
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FreeCast simplifies the parameter optimization by removing
quantization and entropy coding. Specifically, the distortion of
texture and depth frames is reduced to a simple function of the
assigned transmission power. FreeCast assigns transmission
power for the frames under a certain power budget before
the 5D-DCT operation. To control the power assignment, we
use two parameters for simplicity: α and β. α is the power
ratio for texture and depth frames. β is the ratio for frames
at adjacent viewpoints. Specifically, adjacent viewpoints in
texture and depth frames are scaled as shown in Fig. 2. The
optimal parameters for inter-texture/depth power assignment
are highly dependent on the target viewpoint and MVD
contents. Nevertheless, as described below, a useful insight can
be observed for optimizing those parameters; specifically the
optimal values agreed well a quadratic function of viewpoint
and channel condition.
Figs. 3 (a) through (d) show the optimal assignment values
of α and β in different MVD test video sequences of balloons
and kendo [28], respectively. To obtain the optimal values, we
evaluated the video quality by sweeping α and β in a finite
grid under the different virtual viewpoints and channel SNRs,
and then plotted the values of α and β with the highest video
quality. From these figures, the optimized α and β parameters
can be obtained by a quadratic function of f (p, q) = ap2 +
bq 2 +cpq+dp+eq+h, where p and q are virtual viewpoint and
SNR in dB, respectively. More specifically, both parameters in
each test video sequence can be derived as follows:
αballoons = 0.20p2 − 0.82p − 0.02q + 1.43,

(7)

2

(8)

2

(9)

2

(10)

βballoons = 0.05p − 0.46p − 0.01q + 1.23,
αkendo = 0.25p − 0.99p − 0.01q + 1.55,
βkendo = 0.09p − 0.67p + 1.47.

From the above functions, we can see the similar trends
in power assignment even in the different MVD test video
sequences. Although the optimal power assignment can vary
over different video sequences, the observed quadratic trend
across SNR and viewpoints is expected to facilitate efficient
fine-tuning method for adaptive power assignment. These two
parameters, i.e., α and β, are sent from the transmitter to the
receiver for de-scaling operations.
D. Overhead Reduction
To carry out MMSE filtering in (6) at the receiver, the
sender needs to notify λi of all coefficients without errors
as metadata. For example, when the sender transmits eight
MVD video frames with the resolution of 1024 × 768 and
YUV 4:4:4 format, the sender needs to transmit metadata for
all DCT coefficients, i.e., 1024×768×8×2×4 = 50,331,648
variables in total, to the receiver. In this case, the amount of
metadata is approximately 2.9 bits/pixel after Huffman coding.
This overhead induces quality degradation due to rate and
power losses in transmission of analog-modulated symbols.
To reduce the overhead, existing schemes [13] divide the DCT
coefficients into chunks and carry out scaling and MMSE filter
for each chunk. However, overhead is still high in general and
the chunk division can cause performance degradation due

Fig. 4. 5D first-order GMRF for MVD video signals.

to a loss of optimality for scaling with respect to (6). For
example, when the sender divides the DCT coefficients into
chunks with a relatively large size of 64 × 48 pixels, 16,384
variables of metadata are still required every a few frames
(specifically, GoP size). Although the amount of metadata is
reduced to approximately 9.6 · 10−4 bits/pixel in this large
chunk size, the video quality is significantly degraded in
narrowband environments as we will see later.
In order to reduce overhead while keeping video quality
high, FreeCast uses a parametric function to approximate the
power values λi for a variety of MVD video sequences. More
specifically, we first regard MVD signals as 5D first-order
GMRF, i.e., horizontal, vertical, time, inter-camera, and depthY-U-V correlations, as shown in Fig. 4. By taking 5D-DCT
operation for such MVD signals, the power spectrum density
of 5D-DCT coefficients can be asymptotically obtained by the
Lorentzian functions as follows:
F (i, j, k, l, m) = ν ·

f1 (i) = µ1 i,

1
1
1
·
·
2
2
1 + f1 (i) 1 + f2 (j) 1 + f32 (k)
1
1
·
, (11)
·
1 + f42 (l) 1 + f52 (m)

f2 (j) = µ2 j,

f3 (k) = µ3 k,

f4 (l) = µ4 l,

f5 (m) = µ5 m.

(12)

Here, µk and ν are fitting parameters. Note that above equations express the power spectrum density of the DCT coefficients except the DC component. FreeCast ignores the DC
component from fitting operation because the DC component
cannot be modeled by the fitting function. Although 5D-DCT
may not be the best possible transform to decorrelate interview and depth-texture interactions of MVD video sequences,
it is of great advantage that the DCT is easily extendable to
any dimensions having asymptotic expression of the power
spectrum density under the GMRF model.
The sender finds the best parameters of ν, µ1 , µ2 , µ3 , µ4 ,
µ5 based on the empirical power of the non-DC components
by least-squares fitting. We found that the estimation error
is small enough for real video sequences; more specifically,
the normalized mean-square error (NMSE) between empirical
and fitting values is approximately −25.9 dB on average
across test video sequences of balloons, kendo, champagne,
and pantomime [28]. The accurate fitting function having such
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR FITTING FUNCTION
Video Sequence
Balloons
Kendo

ν
3.26 · 105
7.61 · 103

µ1
0.04
0.03

µ2
0.13
0.05

µ3
0.77
0.40

µ4
0.49
0.26

µ5
0.38
0.07

TABLE II
A MOUNT OF METADATA IN F REE C AST AND CHUNK - BASED F REE C AST AT VIDEO SEQUENCES OF BALLOONS AND KENDO
Video
Sequence
balloons
kendo
average

8×6
6.1 · 10−2
6.4 · 10−2
6.2 · 10−2

Amount of metadata (bits/pixel) at different chunk sizes
16 × 12
32 × 24
64 × 48
1024 × 768
1.5 · 10−2
3.7 · 10−3
9.2 · 10−4
5.0 · 10−6
1.6 · 10−2
3.9 · 10−3
9.9 · 10−4
8.4 · 10−6
1.5 · 10−2
3.8 · 10−3
9.6 · 10−4
6.7 · 10−6

a small estimation error contributes to maintaining high video
quality in FreeCast even with relatively low overhead.
The sender then transmits nine parameters of ν, µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ,
µ4 , µ5 , DC component, and power assignment parameters of
α and β as the metadata. In addition, we employ Huffman
coding to compress the parameters before transmission. Here,
the amount of metadata is approximately 5.4 · 10−7 bits/pixel,
which is significantly smaller than that of the standard chunkbased methods. We assume that the encoder uses 1/2-rate
convolutional coding and binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)
for the compressed metadata transmissions.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATIONS
A. Simulation Settings
Performance Metric: We evaluate the video quality in terms
of the peak SNR (PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM) [29].
PSNR is defined as follows:
PSNR = 10 log10

(2L − 1)2
,
MSE

(13)

where L is the number of bits used to encode pixel luminance
(typically eight bits), and εMSE is the MSE between all pixels
of the decoded and the original video. The original video
is generated by DIBR given distortion-less adjacent MVD
frames. We obtain the average YUV-PSNR across test video
sequences. SSIM can predict the perceived quality of video
streaming. Larger values of SSIM close to 1 indicates higher
perceptual similarity between original and decoded images.
We also obtain the average YUV-SSIM across test video
sequences.
Test Video: We use two standard reference MVD videos,
namely, balloons and kendo with 30 fps from Fujii Laboratory
at Nagoya University [28]. We use two cameras, i.e., camera
1 and 3, with a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels for texture and
depth frames. The distance between two cameras is 10 cm
long.
Video Encoder: We set the GoP size for all reference schemes
to eight video frames. In the existing chunk-based schemes of
graceful video delivery, we consider five different chunk sizes
of 8 × 6, 16 × 12, 32 × 24, 64 × 48, and 1024 × 768 pixels to
discuss an effect of chunk division. For digital schemes, we use
3D HEVC test model (HTM) software video encoder/decoder
v13.0 [30] to generate a bit stream from the test MVD video.

FreeCast
5.4 · 10−7
5.4 · 10−7
5.4 · 10−7

We encode video frames of viewpoint 3 in one GoP into
one I-frame and subsequent seven P-frames. Video frames of
viewpoint 1 are encoded into eight P-frames by using both
motion compensation and disparity compensation.
Rendering Software: To synthesize a virtual viewpoint from
the received texture and depth frames, we used HTM software
renderer v13.0 [30]. The renderer requires two texture and
depth frames as the input to produce video frames at a virtual
viewpoint.
Wireless Settings: The received symbols are impaired by
an AWGN channel. We first set the channel symbol rate in
reference schemes to 150.0 and 37.5 Msymbols/s. Especially,
37.5 Msymbols/s is within a reasonable bandwidth range
of Wi-Fi communications, i.e., 20 MHz to 40 MHz. In
Sec. IV-D2, we consider the different channel symbol rates
from 4.7 to 150.0 Msymbols to evaluate the performance
in narrowband to broadband environments. For digital-based
schemes, we use a rate-1/2 and 1/4 convolutional codes with
a constraint length of 8. The digital modulation formats are
either BPSK, quadrature PSK (QPSK), or 16-ary quadratureamplitude modulation (16QAM).
Fitting Parameters: Table I shows Lorentzian fitting parameters of two MVD video sequences to model the power
spectrum information of 5D-DCT coefficients.

B. Discussion on Overhead Reduction
We first compare the amount of overhead in FreeCast
and the existing scheme [13], namely, chunk-based FreeCast
with different chunk sizes in terms of bits/pixel. Table II
shows the overhead in each reference scheme with different
video sequences. It is verified that FreeCast needs a lower
overhead requirement by a few orders of magnitude, compared
to chunk-based FreeCast irrespective of the video sequences.
The chunk-based FreeCast schemes require a large amount of
metadata in a small chunk size to yield better video quality.
This reduction in FreeCast scheme saves transmission power
and lead to additional quality improvement by allocating the
saved power to the transmission of analog-modulated symbols.
For example, the amount of the metadata in FreeCast is approximately 8.6 · 10−6 times lower than chunk-based FreeCast
with a chunk size of 8 × 6 pixels and 8.0 · 10−2 times lower
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Fig. 5. Average video quality vs. SNR at channel symbol rate of 150.0 Msymbols/s.

than chunk-based FreeCast with a chunk size of 1024 × 768
pixels on average across two MVD video sequences.1
C. FreeCast vs. Digital-based Schemes
We first evaluate the performance of the proposed analog transmission scheme in comparison to five digital-based
schemes: BPSK with rate-1/4, BPSK with rate-1/2, QPSK
with rate-1/2, and 16QAM with rate-1/2 convolutional codes.
In addition, “Known SNR” scheme assumes that the sender
can know instantaneous channel quality and change coding
rates according to the channel quality. Fig. 5(a) shows the average PSNR performance at virtual viewpoint 2 (center between
left viewpoint 1 and right viewpoint 3) and channel symbol
rate of 150 Msymbols/s across two test video sequences as
a function of the channel SNR. In addition, Fig. 5(b) shows
the average SSIM performance at the same virtual viewpoint
across two test video sequences as a function of the channel
SNR.
1 We divide the average amount of metadata in FreeCast by that of chunkbased FreeCast with a chunk size of 8×6 and 1024×768 pixels, respectively,
to obtain the numbers of 8.6 · 10−6 and 8.0 · 10−2 .
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Fig. 6. Average video quality vs. SNR at channel symbol rate of 37.5 Msymbols/s.

From these figures, FreeCast prevents the cliff and constant
quality by skipping quantization and error-sensitive entropy
coding, and achieves graceful video quality at the virtual
viewpoint without channel SNR information. On the other
hand, digital-based schemes suffer from cliff-effect at different
channel qualities. For example, SSIM performance in QPSK
with rate-1/2 convolutional code stays the same at 0.998 when
the channel SNR changes from 9 dB to 25 dB while the
video quality sharply degrades when the channel SNR is below
9 dB. In view of Known SNR scheme, it achieves the best
performance of all the reference schemes, where the sender
can change the coding rates according to the instantaneous
channel SNR. This is usually ideal for low-latency applications
because the channel SNR is unknown and varies with time.
We then evaluate the video quality of the digital-based
schemes and FreeCast in a narrowband environment to discuss
an impact of overhead reduction on video quality. Figs. 6(a)
and (b) show the average PSNR and SSIM performance
at the center virtual viewpoint and channel symbol rate of
37.5 Msymbols/s across two test video sequences as a function
of the channel SNR, respectively. Here, FreeCast outperforms
the Known SNR scheme in terms of SSIM. Since the overhead
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in FreeCast is small and estimation errors in the proposed
fitting function are enough small, FreeCast keeps high video
quality at a low channel symbol rate. For example, in Fig. 6(b),
FreeCast improves SSIM performance by 0.002 compared to
the Known SNR scheme at a channel SNR of 15 dB.
Note that the video quality of the digital-based schemes
can be potentially improved by jointly optimizing quantization
parameters and power assignments for MVD frames. However, this optimization is much more complicated to solve,
compared to FreeCast.
D. FreeCast vs. Chunk-based Graceful Video Delivery
Previous evaluations showed that an overhead reduction
in FreeCast performs well in a narrowband environment by
comparison with the digital-based schemes. We next compare
FreeCast performance with the existing chunk-based schemes
of graceful video delivery, i.e., chunk-based FreeCast.
1) Effect of Wireless Channel Quality: Figs. 7(a) and (b)
show the average SSIM performance at the center virtual
viewpoint as a function of the channel SNRs at channel symbol
rates of 150.0 Msymbols/s and 37.5 Msymbols/s, respectively.

At a high channel symbol rate, we can see that FreeCast
achieves lower overhead and better video quality compared to
chunk-based FreeCast with a chunk size of 1024 × 768 pixels
irrespective of wireless channel SNRs. In addition, FreeCast
achieves the similar performance with chunk-based FreeCast
with a small chunk size because estimation errors in the
proposed fitting function are sufficiently small.
At a low channel symbol rate, it is interesting to note that the
performance of chunk-based FreeCast is significantly degraded
due to large overhead. More specifically, since the most of
5D-DCT coefficients are discarded to send the corresponding
metadata, it causes high distortion in texture and depth values
and the collapse of virtual viewpoint rendering. For example,
FreeCast achieves SSIM improvement by 0.127 over chunkbased FreeCast with the chunk size of 8 × 6 pixels across
channel SNRs of 0 to 25 dB.
2) Effect of Limited Bandwidth: Above evaluations demonstrated that FreeCast is well-performed in a narrowband environment compared to digital-based schemes and chunk-based
FreeCast because of a low overhead requirement. To discuss
an effect of bandwidth limitation on FreeCast performance in
more detail, this section measures the video quality under the
different channel symbol rates.
Fig. 8 shows the SSIM performance at the center virtual
viewpoint and channel SNR of 10 dB as a function of channel
symbol rates varying from 5 to 150 Msymbols/s. The key
results from this figure are summarized as follows:
• FreeCast achieves the best video quality even in bandlimited environments and keeps almost the same quality
as the broadband environment up to the channel symbol
rate of 37.5 Msymbols/s.
• The video quality in chunk-based FreeCast schemes significantly degrades at low channel symbol rates.
In view of video quality and traffic reduction, FreeCast improves SSIM performance by 0.02 with 96.9% traffic reduction
compared to chunk-based FreeCast with a chunk size of
1024 × 768 pixels.
Finally, Figs. 9 and 10 compare the visual quality of
FreeCast and chunk-based FreeCast for the video sequences
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Fig. 9. Snapshot of balloons (frame #1) in each scheme at an SNR of 10 dB
and channel symbol rate of 75.0 Msymbols/s.
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Fig. 10. Snapshot of kendo (frame #1) in each scheme at an SNR of 10 dB
and channel symbol rate of 75.0 Msymbols/s.

of balloons and kendo. The video frame is transmitted at
the channel SNR of 10 dB and the channel symbol rate
of 75.0 Msymbols/s. For balloons, the SSIMs achieved by
chunk-based FreeCast with chunk size of 16 × 12, 32 × 24,
64 × 48, and 1024 × 768 pixels are 0.929, 0.934, 0.934, and
0.914, respectively, whereas 0.996 is achieved by FreeCast.
From the snapshots, we can clearly see that chunk-based
FreeCast schemes with small to large chunk sizes provide lowquality images (having blur) at a requested virtual viewpoint.
In contrast, FreeCast can synthesize a clean virtual image with
details.
E. Discussion on Feedback Delay
Previous evaluations assume that a feedback channel has a
sufficient capacity and a receiver sends feedback information
with a short interval to notify his/her preferred viewpoint with
no error and delay. Based on the preferred viewpoint, a sender

notifies the corresponding fitting parameters to the receiver.
Nevertheless, we can still use past feedback information when
the feedback channel is band-limited. This section evaluates
the effect of the inaccurate feedback information on the virtual
viewpoint quality. We compare two schemes at wireless channel SNRs of 0 and 10 dB: ideal and fixed power assignment
for the center virtual viewpoint. The ideal scheme represents
the case when the receiver’s feedback is omniscient. The fixed
allocation scheme assigns the fixed transmission power to
texture and depth frames to achieve the best video quality
at the center virtual viewpoint.
Fig. 11 shows the SSIM performance of each scheme as
a function of virtual viewpoint positions at channel symbol
rate of 37.5 Msymbols/s and wireless channel SNRs of 0 and
10 dB. This figure reveals the following two observations:
•

•

As the distance between target viewpoint and preferred
viewpoint increases, the performance gap between ideal
and fixed allocation schemes becomes larger up to 0.004.
At a high channel SNR, the performance gap between
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ideal and fixed allocation schemes becomes marginal
even when the distance is long. It means we can expect
FreeCast keeps better performance even if the feedback
information is delayed.

G. Discussion on High-Resolution MVD Videos
Previous sections used low-resolution MVD videos, i.e.,
1024 × 768 pixels, to demonstrate an impact of the proposed
scheme. Here, we discuss the effect of our FreeCast on
high-resolution MVD videos. Figs. 13(a) and (b) show the
average SSIM performance of FreeCast and the chunk-based
FreeCast schemes using two video sequences, namely, champagne tower and pantomime, with a resolution of 1280 × 960
pixels at channel symbol rates of 150 and 37.5 Msymbols/sec.
In this case, we use four different chunk sizes, i.e., 10 × 15,
20 × 15, 40 × 30, and 1280 × 960 pixels, in the chunk-based
FreeCast schemes.
At a high channel symbol rate in Fig. 13 (a), we can see
that FreeCast achieves better video quality compared to the
chunk-based FreeCast with a chunk size of 1280 × 960 pixels
irrespective of wireless channel SNRs. On the other hand,

SSIM index

FreeCast models MVD video signals using 5D-GMRF as
shown in Fig. 4 to reduce the amount of overhead. In this
section, we compare the video quality of 5D-GMRF with
that of 3D/4D-GMRF schemes to evaluate the effect of different multidimensional GMRF models. 3D-GMRF scheme
models each viewpoint (e.g, left and right) of texture/depth
(i.e., Y, U, V, and depth) frames independently using firstorder 3D-GMRF for the use of 3D-DCT. 4D-GMRF scheme
independently models the texture and depth frames using firstorder 4D-GMRF to make use of 4D-DCT operations for each
texture and depth frame. 3D-GMRF and 4D-GMRF schemes
send 42 and 26 parameters as metadata, respectively, whereas
5D-GMRF requires 9 metadata. For example, the amount of
overhead in the 3D-GMRF scheme will be 4.5·10−6 bits/pixels
on average at video sequences of balloons and kendo.
Fig. 12 plots the average SSIM performance at the center
virtual viewpoint as a function of wireless channel SNRs. It is
observed that FreeCast based on 5D-GMRF outperforms the
4D-GMRF scheme for the whole SNR regimes. Especially,
FreeCast yields better performance at low SNR regimes. This
is because 5D-DCT has strong energy compaction property
by exploiting correlations between texture and depth frames.
For example, FreeCast with 5D-GMRF improves the SSIM
performance by 0.001 compared to the 4D-GMRF scheme
across channel SNR regimes of 0 to 25 dB at a channel symbol
rate of 37.5 Msymbols/s. Although 3D-GMRF performs comparable to 5D-GMRF, the amount of compressed metadata can
be significantly reduced by nearly eight-fold with 5D-GMRF.
Note that the higher-dimension DCT transform for energy
compaction may potentially result in higher peak-to-average
power ratio (PAPR), which can be one of drawbacks when
considering practical power amplifier hardware for energyefficient wireless systems.
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Fig. 13. Average SSIM performance as a function of channel SNRs in video
sequences of champagne tower and pantomime.

SSIM performance in FreeCast is lower than that of chunkbased FreeCast with smaller chunk sizes in low channel SNR
regimes. This is because estimation errors in the proposed
fitting function become bigger in high-resolution MVD videos.
At a low channel symbol rate in Fig. 13 (b), it is demonstrated that FreeCast still achieves graceful quality improvement. On the other hand, SSIM performance of the chunkbased FreeCast schemes is significantly low due to a large
overhead. For example, FreeCast achieves SSIM improvement
by 0.341, 0.342, 0.342, and 0.352 over the chunk-based
FreeCast schemes with the chunk size of 10 × 15, 20 × 15,
40 × 30, and 1280 × 960 pixels, respectively, across channel
SNRs of 0 dB to 25 dB.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed FreeCast, which is a novel graceful
video delivery scheme for wireless free viewpoint video
streaming. FreeCast can ensure that video quality at any virtual
viewpoint is proportional to the wireless channel quality. In
addition, the proposed fitting function can precisely estimate
the power of 5D-DCT coefficients. Evaluations demonstrated
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that the proposed fitting function in FreeCast can significantly
reduce the amount of overhead and it brings better video
quality compared to the existing digital-based MVD streaming
and chunk-based graceful MVD streaming scheme even in
narrowband environments. While we showed a great potential
of FreeCast using several test MVD video sequences, more
rigorous analyses should follow to validate the performance
over many different MVD video types.
In this paper, we assumed no strong interference which may
cause severe packet loss. In order to improve loss resilience,
the proposed FreeCast may be extended to adopt compressive
sensing techniques [31]–[34] as a future work. It is also known
that the analog-based transmission scheme has a limitation in
its efficiency of compression compared to digital-based video
encoding. In order to exploit both the benefit of digital and
analog video streaming, an extension towards hybrid methods [35] is highly anticipated. When we integrate digital video
encoding into FreeCast, how to realize the best video quality
by optimizing both digital and analog video transmissions is
an open issue.
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